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The skew polynomial rings over semisimple rings have been studied in [7]. 
The present paper is a continuation of [7] and is devoted to a study of skew 
polynomial rings over right orders in right Artinian rings. The main result of 
this paper is Theorem 3.1 which shows that if S is a right order in a right 
Artinian ring with a monomorphism p : S -P S, then S[X, p] is also a right 
order in a right Artinian ring. Many things arc drastically simplifcd if p is 
assumed to be an automorphism; this is pointed out from time to time. 
U’e have obtained an analogue of the Faith-Ctumi Theorem for right orders 
in right Artinian rings which may be of independent interest. 
The results of this paper were announced in [6]. Some special cases of our 
results were known [lo, 111. 
All unexplained notation am! terminology is as in [7]. The Jacobson 
radical and the prime radical of a ring R arc denoted by j(R) and P(R), 
respectively. All rings and subrings are unitary unless stated otherwise. 
1. POLYNOMIALS OWR hTlZrIAM RISGS 
In this section, we shall show that a skew polynomial ring over a right 
Artinian ring is a right order in a right Artinian ring. WC need two preliminar! 
results. 
LEMIM 1.1. Let Q be a right Artinian ring u>ith a monomorphism p : Q -+ Q 
and let p : Q + s = Q/J(Q) be the canonical epimorphism. l’hen, given an 
element q E Q, q E J(Q) if and only if p(q) E J(Q). Further, there exists a unique 
monomorphism p : g + g such that p 0 q = v  o p, 
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Proof. Let q E Q but q $ J(Q). Then qQ is a nonnilpotent right ideal of Q 
and so, by Brauer’s Theorem [l, page 151, contains an idempotent, say, 
e = qq’. Evidently, p(e) is an idempotcnt in p(q)Q; so p(q) 4 J(Q). Hence if 
dq) 6 J(Q)> then 4 E J(Q). 
We claim that p(J(Q)) 2 J(Q). Koticc that our claim trivially holds if Q 
happens to be a completely primary ring since, in that case, J(Q) coincides 
with the set of all nilpotcnt elements of Q. Now let us assume that Q is a primary 
ring. Then [4, p. 551, there exists a system of matrix units M = {ejj : i, j E In} 
such that the centralizer A of M in Q is a completely primary ring. Since 
{p(eij) : i, j E I,J is also a system of matrix units in Q, it follows [4, p. 591 
that there exists a unit u inQ such that, putting II’, -= IO p, we have #(eij) = eij 
for all i,j E 1, . So, # induces a monomorphism $ : A + A. Since A is com- 
pletely primary, $( J(A)) _C J(A). Using the fact that J(Q) = 1 eij J(A), we 
obtain #(J(Q)) C J(Q); consequently, dJ(Q)) c J(Q). 
We now allow Q to be an arbitrary right Artinian ring. Let {i; ,...,fnJ 
be all the distinct semiprimitive idempotents in the semisimplc ring Q. Let 
e, ,..., z,,} be a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in Q such that 
ggi=i ; using routine things concerning semisimple rings, we may assume 
the indexing to be so chosen that there exist 0 = Iz, < k, < ... < k, = n 
with 
h= 2 &, j-l ,..., m. 
i=k,-,.I-1 
As is well-known [I, p. 1001, there exist orthogonal primitive idempotents 
@, ,..., e,} in Q such that ci = p(eJ for all i E 1, . Put 
fj= 2 ei, j = l,..., m. 
i-kjml-i-l 
Then {fi ,..., fm} is a set of orthogonal idempotents with Cz,fj = 1 and 
h = I forj E I, . Since {ei : i E I,} and {p(eJ : i E I,} are sets of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents in Q such that 1 = 2 ei = 1 p(eJ, there exists a 
unit z, in Q and a permutation 7r on I, such that (5 0 p)(eJ .= e,,(i) for all 
i E I, [4, p. 591. Let k be the order of the permutation 7r and let .$ = (6 0 p)“. 
Then 4 : Q -• Q is a monomorphism with f(fi) = fj for all j~1,; so, 
5 induces a monomorphism ZJj :fi Q fj -+ fi Q fj . Our choice of fi shows that 
fj Q fj is a primary ring; since J(fj Q fj) = J(Q) n fj Q fj , [4, p. 481, we obtain 
t(J(Q) “h Qfi) c J(Q) VjEIm* 
Observe that if i + j, then fiQfj _C J(Q), so that [(fiQ,fi) C J(Q). Since 
every w E J(Q) GUI be written as w = C Wij with Wij E J(Q) n fiQh, 
it follows that &J(Q)) C J(Q). 
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Now, if possible, let p(J(Q)) g J(Q). So, we have an element 4 E J(Q) such 
that p(q) $ J(Q). Then (z op)(~) $ J(Q); the first paragraph of the proof 
shows that t(q) $ j(Q), contrary to [(J(Q)) C J(Q). This proves our claim. 
It is now easy to complete the proof. 
The proof of the following lemma was suggested by Professor I’. h. Cohn. 
LENMA 1.2. Let Q be a right Artinian ring wit11 a monomorphism p : Q -, Q, 
and put R = Q[x, p]. Then S(R) is a right diGsor set in Ii. 
Proof. Given g E S(R) of degree n, and given f E R, we have to find 
g1 E 9(R) and f1 c; R such that fgl -Y gfl . By the Euclidean algorithm, for 
every i > 0, we have ai , ri E R with deg ri < n such that 
fXi = gai + ri . 
Sow, all ri~Q + xQ -j- ..a -; X-Q h h . w ic is a 1 oe N th erian right Q-module. 
Hence, YB = ~~~~ riqi for some k and some qi 59. Then, ffL = gfi with 
g, = x7; - CFIi a+qi . This completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to prove the following: 
THEOREX 1.3. Let Q be a right Artinian ring with a monomorphism 
p :Q-+Q. ThenR =Q[x,~] is a right order in a right Artinian ring. 
Proof. WC have seen in Lemma 1.2 that .9(R) is a right divisor set in R. 
Let S bc the right quotient ring of R w.r.t. 9(R) [5, p. 7J Once we show 
that S is a right Artinian ring, it follows [ 10, p. 161 that R is a right order in 5’. 
As is well-known (and easily seen) [2, p. 711, in order to show that S is right 
Artinian, it is sufficient to show that (1) P(S) is nilpotent, (2) P(S) is finitely 
generated as a right ideal of S, and (3) S/P(S) is semisimple. We proceed to 
prove (I), (2), and (3). 
Put J = J(Q). Let ‘p : Q -+ Q = Q/J and o : R -+ R/P(R) be the canonical 
maps. Let jj : & -+ Q be the unique monomorphism such that p c ‘p =-_. v 0 p; 
the existence of p was established in Lemma 1.1. Consider the map 6 : 
R -+ Q[z, p] defined by 6(x Xiqi) = C ziv(qi), where all qi E Q. Evidently, 0 is 
an epimorphism. As shown in [7], Q[z, j] is a right order in a semi-simple 
ring and so has no nontrivial nil ideals. Hence P(R) !Z ker 6. Let J[x] denote 
the subset of R consisting of all those polynomials in x all whose coefficients 
are in 1. Since p(J) cl 1, J[ x is an ideal of R which is nilpotent, since / is ] 
nilpotent. It is now clear that ker 8 = J[x] = P(R) and that P(R) is nilpotent. 
Since 9(R) is a right divisor set in R, given r E P(R) and d E .9(R), there 
exist r’ E R and d’ E 9(R) such that rd’ = dr’; so 6(O) = B(d) O(r’). Since B(d) 
is regular in B(R), it follows that r’ E P(R). It then follows that P(R)S is a 
nilpotent right ideal of S; so P(R)S C P(S). As shown in [7j, O(R) is a semi- 
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prime right Koetherian ring; by Levitski’s theorem, O(R) has no nonzero 
nil right ideals. But P(S) is a nil ideal of S; so 6(P(S) n R) is a nil ideal of 
B(H). Thus, P(S) n R C P(R). It follotis that (P(S) n R)S = P(R)S = P(S) 
and P(S) n li = P(R). In particular, P(S) is nilpotent. 
Since {pfl(J)Q : n EZ+} is a descending chain of right ideals of Q, there 
exists ZCZ’- such that pi(J)Q = #(J)Q for all i >, 1. Also, J is a finitely 
generated right ideal of Q, say J = Czr tiQ. Let Y = CL, xiai be an arbitrary 
element of J[x] = P(R). Then 
YXZ = i x”p”-“(ui) xi -I- i x’“p”(uJ. 
i-0 i=z+1 
For i > 1, we have pz(ai) epz(J)Q = pi(J)Q. So, 
p”(u,) = 5 &) qji) 
j=l 
for some qji) E Q. It is immediate that yxz E xz, xZtjR. Since every s E P(S) = 
P(R)S can be expressed ass = r&l = (rxz)(dxr)-l with Y E P(R) and d E B(R), 
it follows that P(S) = Ck, xztiS. 
The fact that P(R) = Z’(S) n R yields a monomorphism 77 : R/P(R) + 
S/P(S) such that the following diagram commutes: 




R/P(R) 11 S/P(S). 
Identifying Q[,z, Is] z R/P(R) with r](R/P(R)), we see that S/P(S) is the 
right quotient ring of Q[z, jj] w.r.t. ~(Q[z, PI). It follows [7j that S/P(S) is 
semisimple. As already indicated, this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.4. R = Q[x, p] is a right or& in a semisimple ring ;f and 
only if& is semisimple. R is a right order in a simpIe (Artinian) ring if and only 
if Q is semisimple and p induces a cyclic permutation on the set of semiprimitive 
idempotents of Q. 
Proof. P(S) = J[x]S with J = J(Q). So, P(S) = (0) if and only if 
J = (0); i.e., S is semisimple if and only if Q is semisimple. The rest follows 
from [7]. 
Notice that if p happens to be an automorphism, then Lemma I. 1 is trivial. 
A straightforward adoption of the proof of the Hilbert basis theorem shows 
that Q[x, p] is a left and right Noetherian ring. Hint: Treat elements of 
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Q)ix, p] as left polynomials while dealing with right ideals. Then [I 1; p. 26S] 
together with Theorem 3.3 of [7] yield a somewhat shorter proof of Theorem 
1.3. The following example shows that, in gcncral, Q[x, p] need not be right 
Noetherian. 
EXAMPLK Let F bc a field and A be the subring of F(t)[y] consisting of 
all those polynomials in y whose constant term is a rational function in t2 with 
coefficients in F. Take Q = A/fly2. (We may regard Q as a commutative 
F(t2)-algebra with basis 1, y, yt with y 2 7 0.) Evidently, Q is a completely 
primary ring with j = J(Q) = yF(t). The map p : Q -+ Q defined by 
yf(t) + g(P) 5-F yf(t”) + g(C) is a monomorphism of rings. Put K = Q[x, p]. 
Then P(R) = /[ ] x is an ideal of R. If J[x] is finitely generated as a right 
ideal of A, then there exists an integer n such that every Y E J[.x] can be ex- 
pressed as 
Y -= C XiyX'fij(t2) + C XiytXjgij(t2) 
i<n i&n 
with fJt2), gij(t2) E F(t2). However, it is easily seen that x”‘lyt can not be 
expressed as above. Hence R is not right Xoetherian. 
2. ANALOCCE OF FAITH-UTUMI THEOREM 
In this section, we shall establish an analoguc of the Paith-Utumi theorem 
for right orders in right Artinian rings. In this section, rings need not have 
unity. However, by a right Artinian ring, we mean a ring with unity and 
right d.c.c. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a right order in a right Artinian ring Q and e be a 
primitive idempotent in Q. Then eSe contains a unit of eQe. Further, if SeS C S, 
then eSe is a right order in eQe. 
Proof. Let ql : p + Q = Q/J(Q) bc the canonical cpimorphism. Then 
F(e) is a primitive idempotent in Q; so, it belongs to a unique simple block 
of Q, say v(e) E Q3, where 3 is a semiprimitive idempotent in Q. There exist 
qi , ti E Q[ such that 3 = C q&e) ii . Xow, q(S) is easily seen to be a right 
order in Q. So, there exists a regular element c E v(S) such that iic E v(S) 
for all i. Sow, 
&p(e) -= CT(e)3 = f+(e) = C i&(e) i&(e) 
shows that CT(e) E Qq(eSe). S ince E is a unit in Q, it follows that 
eSe g J(Q) n eQe = JeQe). 
Since eQe is local, eSe contains a unit in eQe. 
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Now assume that SeS _C S. Then eSe is a (not necessarily unitary) subring 
of eQe. Let eqe E eQe. Since S is a right order in Q, there exists a regular 
element d in S such that eqed = s E S. Since dS is evidently a right order 
in Q, the first part of the lemma shows that edSe contains a unit of eQe, say 
eds’e, with s’ E S. Then (eqe)(eds’e) = ess’e E eSe. It follows [9, Corollary 2.51 
that eSe is a right order in eQe. 
We note that the proof of the following theorem is an imitation of the proof 
of the Faith-Utumi Theorem in IS]. Also, cf. [3]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S he a right order in a right Artinian ring Q. Then there 
exists a set {ei : i E I,,) of orthogonalprimitive idempotents in Q with xzXl ei = 1, 
and for each i, j E I, , there exists an additive subgroup Mij of eiQej such that 
R = @y,j=, Mij is a r&ht ora& in Q and R C S. Further, each Mii is a r&ht 
order in the ring eiQei . 
Proof. Let {e: : i E I,} be a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in Q 
such that Cy=, e,’ = 1. Pick a regular element a E S such that ei’a E S for all 
i c I,,; this is made possible by using the common denominator theorem [S]. 
Put ei = a-lei’a for all i E I, . Then {ei : i ~1,) is a set of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents in Q with Cy=, e, = I ; further, aei E S for all i E I,, . Let 
and 
A = {s c: S 1 sei E S Vi E I,) 
B ={sESIeisESViEI,}. 
Evidently, A is a left idcal of S; B is a right ideal of S; also, Aei _C A and 
e,B _C B for all i E I, . Clearly, a c- A, and we can find a regular element b E S 
such that e,b E S for all i; so b E B. 
Let q E Q. There exists a regular element d in S such that b-lqbd E S so 
that qbda2 C RA. It is now easy to see that BA is a right order in Q, and 
BAe,BA C BA C: S for all i E I, . 
Let Mij = eiRAej , i, j E I, , and let R = @T,jz, Mij . Evidently, R is a 
subring of S. Lemma 2.1 shows that -Vii is a right order in eiQei for each i. 
Let q E Q. Then eiqej E eiQej . l’ak c a regular element d in BA such that 
b-leiqejbd = s E BA; so, eiqejbd = bs = eibs. Since bd is regular in BA, 
it follows [9, Lemma 3.61 that bdBA is a right order in Q. Also, 
bdBAe,bdBA C bdBA for VjE&. 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists z E BA such that e,bdzej = tij is a unit in ejQej . 
Thus 
eiqe5tij = eiqe,bdzej = e,bszej c Mij . 
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Since Mjj is a right order in ejQej , there exist tij E iVirjj , Vi E I,, , and a regular 
t, E Mij such that tijtij = tj for all i E I, . IIencc, 
(f?@2j)(ejfjej) E Mij for ViEI,. 
Let t  = xy r e,tjej . Then t is regular in R and a unit in Q. Further, 
qt = f  eiqtej = f  (eiqej)(ejtej) E R. 
i.j ~1 i,i=l 
It follows that R is a right order in Q. This completes the proof. 
Kote that, as in the Faith-Utumi theorem, if S is a two-sided order in Q, 
then the change of the set of orthogonal primitive idempotents indicated in 
the first paragraph of the proof is unnecessary. 
In order to apply the above theorem to skew polynomial rings, we need 
the following triviality. See remark at the end of this section. 
LEMMA 2.3. If Q is a semisimple ring of dimension n, and if {Ti : i E I,J 
is a set of orthogonal nonnilpotent elements of Q, then m < n. I f  m = n, 
thenQ = z;clQTi. 
Proof. Regard Ti as endomorphisms of the semisimple right Q-module 
Q. . Since povvers of the elements Ti are also orthogonal and nonnilpotent, 
we may assume without loss of generality that Ti2(Q) = Ti(Q) + (0) for all 
iGIn. If 
Tk+l(Q) c 5 G(Q), 
i-1 
then (0) .# T&Q) = Ti+l(Q) (7 T,,,(&, Ti(Q)) =I (0), which is absurd 
The lemma is now clear. 
FYe now use Theorem 2.2 to prove the following useful proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S be a right order in a right iZrfinian ring Q and let 
p : S --+ S be a monomorphism. 
(a) An element c E S is regular in S if and only if p(c) is regular in S. 
(b) p can be uniquely extended to a monomorphism p” : Q -+ Q. 
Proof. (a) Let c be a regular element of S. ‘Then SC is a right order in Q 
[9, Lemma 3.61. Using Theorem 2.2, we get a set {di : i ~1~) of orthogonal 
nonnilpotent elements in SC where n = dim Q/J(Q). Let v : Q -+ Q = Q/J(Q) 
be the canonical epimorphism. Since p is a monomorphism, {rpp(dJ : i E I,> 
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is a set of orthogonal nonnilpotent elements of Q. By Lemma 2.3, there exist 
qi E Q such that 
1 = f IliP( 
&:I 
So Q = Qp(c). It follows that p(c) is a unit in Q, so regular in S. The converse 
is trivial. 
(b) Every q t Q can be expressed as q = SC-~ with s, c E S, c regular. 
Put p”(q) = p(s)[p(c)] -I. It works. 
We remark that, if p happens to be an automorphism then the proposition 
is trivial; we do not need Theorem 2.2. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
All ring are unitary now. If p : S -> S is a monomorphism then an ideal I 
of S is called p-invaviunt if p(l) cl I. We now prove the main result of this 
paper. 
'I'HEOREM 3.1. Let S be a right order in a right Artinian ring Q, let p : S + S 
be a monomorphism, and let R = S[x, p]. Then R is a right order in a reht 
Artinian ring Q”. Q# is semisimple if and only if S is semiprime. Q# is simple ;f 
and only if every nonzero p-invariant ideal of S is an essential right ideal of S. 
Proof. Let M be the semigroup of all regular elements of S. We know 
that M is a right divisor set in S. We claim that M is also a right divisor set 
in R. Thus, given c E M and r = Cy=, xisi with si ES, we want c’ EM and 
r’ E R such that cr’ - rc’. It thus suffices to obtain c’ E M and s,,‘,..., s,’ E S, 
such that pi(c) si’ = sic’ for 0 < i < rz. By Proposition 2.4, pi(c) E M for all i. 
Since M is a right divisor set in S, we have p”(c) SJ = sic; with s; E S and 
ci’ E M. Vsing the right common multiple property, WC get c’ EM and 
si’ E S, such that pi(c) si’ = sic’ for all i. This proves our claim. It is then 
straightforward to see that X+ = Q[x, p] is the right quotient of R w.r.t. &i’, 
where j5 : Q -+ Q is the unique monomorphism extending p; see Proposition 
2.4. By Theorem 1.3, R# is a right order in a right Artinian ring Qfi. It follows 
[lo, p. 161 that R is a right order inQ+. 
It is easily seen from Corollary 1.4 that Q# is semisimple if and only if S 
is semiprime. 
Suppose S is semiprime and every nonzero p-invariant ideal of S is an 
essential right ideal of S. If I is a nonzero pinvariant ideal of Q, then I n S 
is a nonzero p-invariant ideal of S, so essential. Thus I = (I n S)Q = Q. 
Corollary 1.4 now shows that the right quotient ring Q@ of Q[x, ~1 is simple. 
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Conversely, let Q” be simple and A be a nonzero p-invariant idea1 of S. 
Then QAQ is a nonzero p-invariant ideal of Q. By Corollary 1.4, Q = QAQ; 
so, 1 == C qiaiqi’ with qi , qi’ EQ. We may express qi’ = S,E-l with si , c E S. 
So, I = (C qiaCvi) c-l = x c-lqia,si EQA. Hence QA = Q. It follows that 
*s(A) = (0). If A is not an essential right ideal of S, then there exists a 
nonzero right ideal B of S such that A n B 27 (0); so 13.4 = (0); so (All)” = 
(0). Since S is semiprime, WC get AB -= (0), contrary to hs(A) = (0). This 
completes the proof. 
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